
ARCHIPELAGO TRADING GAME 

  DESCRIPTION 

 
1.  OBJECT OF THE GAME 

    - To build features and collect their goods in order to purchase Trading Post Tokens  
       worth points.  
     - Points are also awarded at the end of the game for unfinished features. 
     - Most combined points wins. 
 

2.  GAME SET UP 

     - Place start tile in middle of game table.  The rest of the tiles are mixed 

       together, face down, and piled in stacks, or placed lose in a container  
       for players to draw.  This is the “DRAW” pile. 
     - Trading Post Tokens are mixed together, face down, in a separate 

       “SUPPLY” pile on the table. Four tokens are placed face up to start the   
        game.  Each time a token is purchased, another drawn to replace it  
        from the “SUPPLY” pile. 
     - Players choose their color of game pieces.  Player pieces include; 
       6 explorers(pawns) and 1 cube(prospector). 
     - Player whose birthday is closest to today’s date, or any other method of 
       choice, begins the game.  Play will continue clockwise.   
                                        

 3.  TILE PLACEMENT                                                 
     - The tile must be placed so that at least one side of the tile attaches 

        to a tile already on the game board.  The new tile must match the    
        features of any tile(s) it is attached to. 
            

 4.  PLAY 

     - Each player must draw a tile from the draw pile, and place it on t 
       the game board according to tile placement rules. The player then   
       may place an explorer from their supply on that tile TO CLAIM IT.    
      The player may also elect not to place an explorer. 
 

 5.  COMPLETED FEATURE 

     -  Sea Lane - Collect shells.             
            -  An ANCHORAGE on a sea lane, doubles the shells.  If the sea lane with an 

               anchorage is claimed, but is NOT completed, NO shells can be collected. 
            -  A Sea Lane without shells- players may collect 1 shell for every 3 tiles.  
    -  Plantation – (Green)  Collect goods pictured on tiles. 
    -  Mainland   - (Brown)  Collect shells or treasure. 
    -  When a feature is completed and goods collected, players retrieve their explorer.   

 

        
 

 

  
 

                              
SEA LANE                      PLANTATION & MAINLAND 



6.  FISHING DOMAIN – Collect fish by:                                
   - Enclosing fish by sea lanes, mainland, or plantations.          

   -  Each time a fishing boat tile is placed adjacent to a player’s 

      fishing domain, it permits that player to collect fish. 
   -  After fish are collected in a domain, one fish icon with the most 
      fish is covered with a purple chip. 
  

7.  GOODS- Used to purchase trading post tokens. 

 

    - orange = oranges              green =coconuts 

    - yellow  = bananas              pink   = sea shells                      
    - blue     = fish                      red     = “wild goods” 
    - purple  = fish covers 

 
8.  TREASURE AND WILD GOODS 

   -  A compass in a feature with treasure chest(s) icons, leads you to 

      the wild goods.   
   -  Players collect 1 “wild” good for each treasure chest icon on a 

      completed mainland. 
 

 
9.  PROSPECTOR  (THE CUBE) 
   -  Can be placed on a newly attached tile, that is connected to a 

      player’s mainland plantation feature tile.  It entitles the player to  
      take a SECOND turn right away. During each succeeding turn,  
      when the player adds a tile to that feature, a second turn may be 

      taken. 
                                                      

10.  ENDING THE GAME 

    -  When all the tiles are used from the draw pile, or all the Trading Post tokens have been  
         purchased, the game ends. 
     -  Player’s explorers left on unfinished features; collect the goods remaining. Except an  
         incomplete sea lane with an anchorage, receives no goods.   
     -  EVERY 4 goods equals 1 point. 
     -  Players add up the points on their Trading Post tokens, plus any points from leftover goods to  
         determine the winner.   
     -  Most points wins.                                            
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